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The Encyclopedia of GIS provides a comprehensive and authoritative guide, contributed by experts and peer-reviewed for accuracy, and alphabetically arranged for convenient access. The entries explain key software and processes used by geographers and computational scientists. Major overviews are provided for nearly 200 topics: Geoinformatics, Spatial Cognition, and Location-Based Services and more. Shorter entries define specific terms and concepts. The reference will be published as a print volume with abundant black and white art, and simultaneously as an XML online reference with hyperlinked citations, cross-references, four-color art, links to web-based maps, and other interactive features.
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Relational Database Programming: A Set-Oriented ApproachApress, 2016

	I want to share some thoughts from my experiences doing project-based work as an IT

	contractor. Working as an IT contractor means taking on a mix of short- and long-term

	projects. In a short-term project, you need to work on a specific task with a team of

	developers, you need to solve a problem quickly, and then you are done with the...
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Engineering the Complex SOC: Fast, Flexible Design with Configurable ProcessorsPrentice Hall, 2004

	Engineering the Complex SOC The first unified hardware/software guide to processor-centric SOC design Processor-centric approaches enable SOC designers to complete far larger projects in far less time. Engineering the Complex SOCis a comprehensive, example-driven guide to creating designs with configurable, extensible processors. Drawing upon...
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Sparsity: Graphs, Structures, and Algorithms (Algorithms and Combinatorics)Springer, 2014

	This book offers a systematic study of sparse graphs and sparse finite structures. Although the notion of sparsity appears in various contexts and is typical of a fuzzy notion, the authors present a unifying classification of general classes of structures....
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Let the Lord Sort Them: The Rise and Fall of the Death PenaltyCrown, 2021

	NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE • A deeply reported, searingly honest portrait of the death penalty in Texas—and what it tells us about crime and punishment in America

	

	“If you’re one of those people who despair that nothing changes, and dream that something can, this is a story of...
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The Human-Computer Interaction Handbook: Fundamentals, Evolving Technologies and Emerging Applications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007
This second edition of the HCI Handbook provides a fresh perspective on the field of human-computer interaction (HCI). Numerous chapters deal with topics that were not addressed in the first edition. Different authors were recruited to address some topics from the first edition, ensuring that this revision provides new perspectives and insights....
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Feminism: A Reference HandbookABC Clio, 1998


	This book is intended to provide a gateway into the study of modern feminism, to give an overview of resources on the subject, and to present the modern feminist vision of women’s issues and status. I have focused on what has come to be known as the “second wave” of feminism and on today’s...
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